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No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive

By Lee Edelman
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A Review by Angelo Restivo, Georgia State University, USA

Lee Edelman's new book is not principally a work of film studies. Nonetheless, there are several 

reasons why this brilliantly argued and overtly polemical book should be brought to the attention of 

the film studies community. In the first place, the final two of the book's four chapters present 

bravura readings of Hitchcock, with chapter three devoted to an analysis of only the final minutes of 

North by Northwest (1959), and chapter four to a reading of The Birds (1963). (These chapters, 

one might note parenthetically, represent an exciting culmination of over a decade of work Edelman 

has produced on Hitchcock and on other canonical texts of classical Hollywood cinema, which have 

appeared variously in journals and collections). Secondly, Edelman's book elaborates a new way of 

conceiving the relationship between critical theory (and especially, a revitalized psychoanalysis), 

cultural studies, and film studies. Finally, there is the "queer theory" of the book's subtitle: 

Edelman's book doesn't just show us what a queer reading practice should look like -- for, after all, 

film studies has had well over a decade of work engaged in queering the canon -- but more 

importantly, shows us the profound stakes in such reading practices, insisting that they are charged 

with a radical ethical injunction, beyond any comforting dream of "assimilation".

Key to Edelman's project is the mobilization of the notion of cultural fantasy, as that which 

insistently manifests itself across a field which includes films and other cultural productions, but also 

political pronouncements, advertising, pop music lyrics, and news coverage of such events as the 

murder of Matthew Shephard or Andrew Cunanen's killing spree. The identification of a pervasive 

cultural fantasy -- in this case, one that Edelman names "reproductive futurism," and which will be 

attended to here in due course -- is precisely what allows the cultural analyst to, among other 

things, produce important new readings of canonical films like The Birds. In order to make this 

procedure work, however, one must already have abandoned the old notion, inherited from the New 

Criticism, that the film or other work of art is some organic, autonomous "object". If the film is seen 

rather as a kind of "force field" embedded within a larger textuality, one then has in place a 

mechanism by which all manner of cultural scraps are able to migrate across discourses and cultural 

productions. In itself, this is not new: it is the classic poststructuralist view of textuality going back 

to Roland Barthes. Nevertheless, it can serve to explain to those readers not versed in (or 

sympathetic to) poststructuralist theories of textuality why someone like Edelman might not be 

concerned with producing a totalizing reading of a film, or the validity of his focusing on some five-

odd minutes of North by Northwest. (Here it should be noted that Slovenian philosopher Slavoj 

Zizek, who has written extensively on Hitchcock, really pioneered this tracking of social fantasy 

across various cultural productions, without regard for the boundaries of any given text).

In fact, this older notion of the work of art as an "object" with stable boundaries, or of the work of 

the critic as that of producing a totalizing interpretation, is precisely what Hitchcock himself subverts 

in The Birds. Edelman begins his discussion of the film with a mini-"reception study", where we find 

that critics and audiences alike were dazzled by Hitchcock's technical mastery but frustrated by the 

film's utter lack of closure. This, Edelman argues, is just one more manifestation of the fundamental 

cultural fantasy of reproductive futurism: the notion that at some point in the future, we will arrive 

at the "fullness of meaning", that the fundamental disequilibrium between language and world will 

somehow be healed. In the U.S. today, this fantasy is more and more embodied in the figure of the 

child, and in a heteronormativity which then bears, as Edelman puts it, "the cultural burden of 

signifying futurity". Indeed, other queer theorists before Edelman -- particularly Lauren Berlant and 

Michael Warner -- have noted how a democracy founded on the concerns of adult citizens now 

envisions its central preoccupation to be the nurturing of the child. In the first chapter of No Future, 

Edelman illustrates this development with numerous examples taken from public discourse: from the 

television public service announcement starring Bill, Hilary, and Chelsea Clinton which ended with the 

forced choice "We're fighting for the children. Whose side are you on?", to the ongoing American 

hysteria over abortion. In this totalized ideological field, queerness comes to figure as that which 

threatens the fantasy of reproductive futurism, and so bears all the ethical weight that such a 

symbolic position calls into being.

Edelman's argument is grounded in psychoanalytic theory (as well as a poststructuralist view of 

language), and he is one of those rare writers who can not only make the intricacies of Lacanian 

theory or deconstruction intelligible, but is able to do so with great panache. Since to rehearse the 

fundamentals of Lacan's imaginary, symbolic, and real would likely be either unnecessary or 

oversimplifying to readers of this journal, let us instead focus on the broad strokes of Edelman's 

argument. Psychoanalysis posits that one's sense of identity is always a precarious formation, in 

which an imaginary idea of wholeness is more or less propped up, given social validation, by the 

symbolic structures of language (including the discourses that constitute the space we call 

"politics"). But human beings are also subjects of drives, whose circularity and demonic, repetitive 

insistence always threaten to destablize our imaginary and symbolic identifications, opening up the 

abyss of a radical enjoyment, "beyond the pleasure principle". Edelman argues that we need to 

conceptualize queerness as another name for this force which disfigures the Symbolic; and in a 

highly original move, he links the death drive to Paul DeMan's conception of irony, "that queerest of 

rhetorical devices", irony for DeMan always undoing the imaginary coherence of narrative. The most 

difficult piece of Edelman's argument comes via his neologism, "sinthomosexuality" (from Lacan's 

own neologism of sorts, the "sinthome"). The sinthome designates the utterly particular way in 

which each subject knots together the imaginary and symbolic in relation to the annihilating force of 

the drives: as such, it marks a kind of fundamental limit to the procedure of psychoanalysis. The 

sinthome is a contingent and meaningless sign–yet take it away and the subject's entire being 

collapses. In Lacan's later teachings -- and I think it would have helped Edelman's presentation if he 

had brought this out explicitly -- the final stage of the psychoanalysis is the "identification with the 



sinthome," that is, coming fully to embrace the fact that one's core sense of self is held in place by 

this contingent and unanalyzeable (and often ridiculous) sign. Sinthomosexuality, then, asserts the 

position of permanent critique that queerness is charged with: it will always reveal the arbitrariness 

of any fantasmatic "identity," always reveal the social fantasy as the defense against our full 

acknowledgment of mortality–and this is why sinthomosexuality will always be seen as a threat to 

the order of things, however assimilated some gays may seem to have become.

In Hitchcock's North by Northwest, we have an example of the cinematic sinthomosexual par 

excellence in the character of Leonard. Leonard, of course, is coded as "gay", but this is not the 

focus of Edelman's argument. Rather, Edelman begins at the point where Leonard puts his foot 

down, grinding it into the hand of Roger Thornhill dangling precariously (along with Eve) on the face 

of Mount Rushmore. We can remember that Leonard's gesture here comes in response to 

Thornhill's simple plea for help; we can thus say that this is a key fulcrum point in Thornhill's 

"development", insofar as his speech is finally purged of its glibness, its double-entendre, its irony. 

Leonard, meanwhile, is now in possession of the pre-Columbian statuette containing the microfilm, 

which throughout the film has been called simply "the figure"; and so Leonard gets associated with 

that figurality which, essential to language, constantly sets it off course. The physical object, of 

course, is the film's MacGuffin (in other words, a "nothing"), and here Edelman effects a nice 

interpretive move: at the very moment when Thornhill, whose middle initial "stands for nothing", is 

ready to stand for something, the burden of standing for nothing is transferred to Leonard. In 

order to explain how Leonard's gesture represents the "wholly impossible ethical act" that the 

sinthomosexual is called to, Edelman invokes a section of Lacan's ethics seminar devoted to St. 

Martin and the beggar. Hagiography tells us that when a naked beggar on a cold winter day asked 

St. Martin for help, St. Martin responded by sharing his cloak. But perhaps, Lacan speculates, the 

beggar was asking for something else entirely: perhaps he was asking that St. Martin "either kill him 

or fuck him" (Lacan's words, translated). For Lacan, St. Martin's altruism in the face of the suffering 

of his neighbor has to be seen as implicated in narcissism, insofar as the performance of 

compassion always involves a certain assumption that what the other wants conforms to what we 

think he should want. In the case of our scenario on Mount Rushmore, Leonard's sinthomosexuality 

comes to figure the radical repudiation of an altruism that seeks only to continue the reassuring 

fantasies that keep things the way they are; thus, his act more closely resembles that of Antigone. 

(Lacan ends the ethics seminar mentioned above with an extended discussion of Antigone's act; 

this in turn has generated much discussion in critical theory of late, by Slavoj Zizek, Judith Butler, 

and others. Edelman here weighs in on this debate). Naturally, then, Leonard must be killed by the 

agents of the Law, and as the pre-Columbian figurine drops to the ground and shatters, so too 

does the disfiguring force of figuration itself become purged from the film. Finally, Edelman's reading 

is able to produce an interesting new interpretation of the strangeness of the ellipsis at the scene's 

end, when Hitchcock cuts from the dangling characters on Rushmore to Thornhill pulling Eve up into 

the honeymoon berth on the train. Clearly, here, we have a startling disruption of the invisibility of 

the Hollywood system of découpage: this simultaneously enacts the fantasy of reproductive 

futurism and, in its very reflexivity, exposes it as fantasy.

Two things should be noted by way of the larger implications of this reading. In the first place, 

clearly this is an allegorical reading. Lacan always noted that the ethical imperative for the 

psychoanalyst lay in the timing and nature of an intervention, whether it be the proferring of an 

interpretation or the sudden halting of the analytic session. Thus, one could say that the difference 

between a therapist and an analyst is that, when the patient-analysand is hanging precariously on 

the edge and asks for help, the therapist responds with empathy, while the psychoanalyst tries to 

push the analysand further toward the edge so as to allow the fantasy to be traversed. But there is 

something about putting Leonard in this position that doesn't sit right. It has to do, I think, with 

the fact that Leonard is motivated by jealousy. We know as much from the earlier scene in the 

parlor (if not from his manner throughout the film). As such, he is acting out, and so hardly 

occupying the position of the analyst. The second thing has to do with an idea Edelman does 

develop at some length, but which I think might be productive if pushed even further. Leonard, 

Edelman notes, at this moment in the film might easily be seen as a surrogate for the director, given 

Hitchcock's delight in sadistically playing with the affective registers of the audience. One can draw 

the implication, then, that Hitchcock's "sadism" was in the service of shocking the spectator from 

the complacency of such social fantasies as reproductive futurism (and Hitchcock's next two films, 

Psycho (1960) and The Birds, would provide evidence of this); while the ideological structures of the 

dream factory–all that post-1968 film theory taught us about classical cinema–are mobilized, 

consciously or not, to prevent the films from going too far. But there is a certain amount of work 

going on in film theory now centering on the notion of the machinic (and thus radically non-human) 

nature of cinematic "perception", and that this is where cinema's radical potential lay from the very 

start. Benjamin, for example, in his idea of the "dynamite of the split second", was on to this 

notion; and it seems that one of film theory's current projects -- whether developing out of the 

Frankfurt school, Deleuze, or deconstruction -- is to understand this other, more radical side of the 

"cinematic". Such, for example, is undertaken in Tom Cohen's very difficult volumes, Hitchcock's 

Cryptonymies (2 vol., University of Minnesota Press, 2005).

But on this note of the machinic and non-human, we can return to The Birds, the analysis of which 

comprises the last chapter of the book. By now it will be evident that the birds cannot be 

interpreted as representatives of homosexuality or coming out of the closet, even if the birds do 

"come from San Francisco"! Rather, they figure the radically disruptive force of the death drive (and 

of the sinthomosexuality that comes to stand in for it). The discussion of the film is framed by a 

discussion of the murder of Matthew Shephard: how, for example, the public mourning took shape 

around -- what else? -- the trope of "our children", as if the right to mourn more appropriately 

accrued to those with children than to every gay man who potentially stood in Shephard's place; or 

how, for example, the bicyclist who discovered the body at first thought it to be a scarecrow, and in 

this "mistaken" perception reveals the reality of the common fantasy of the homosexual as a "bird of 

prey". Edelman's reading of the opening shots of The Birds is more a reinflection than a re-reading 

of this sequence: but a reinflection with the added weight that accrues from his incorporating within 

the analysis the television commercial in which Hitchcock discovered Tippi Hedron, and whose 

"storyline" Hitchcock recreates in the film's opening. The commercial, for a diet drink called Sego, is 

positively tutelary in its enactment of heteronormativity: Tippi, the object of the hungry glances of 

several men, hears a wolf-whistle and turns to find it's her son waiting for her in the car. In The 

Birds, the boy's whistle is immediately displaced onto a more ominous sound, the cries from the 

dark cloud of birds gathering in the distant sky. The project of the film is thus announced: the birds 

will stand as a blockage to any fantasmatic invenstment in reproductive futurism; and of course, 

children will become one of their most "inexplicable" targets.



When Annie Hayworth delivers what is arguably one of the film's most hilarious lines -- "Don't they 

ever stop migrating?" -- we can understand here the way the birds figure the senseless circulation 

of the drives which, as Edelman puts it, "reduce the hope of futurity to nothing but endless 

repetition." Edelman puts to great use Hitchcock's advertising campaign for the film. In the phrase 

"The Birds Is Coming", Hitchcock himself seems wryly aware of how the birds destablize the laws of 

syntax itself. But Edelman takes this further: the "coming" suggests not only the jouissance 

embodied in the birds, but also the way in which their "coming" undoes the very legality of 

narrative's promise of a "future". Edelman then shows how this concern with the signifier and its 

disruption makes its way into the film itself. Melanie, for example, in attempting to convince Mitch 

(and herself, perhaps) that her life is not all frivolity and practical jokes, says that she's enrolled in a 

course in general semantics at Berkeley. (Here, it is surprising that Edelman doesn't pick up another 

bit of dialogue in this scene–Melanie's women's league is helping to "put a little Korean boy through 

school". How better to convince a potential husband you've given up your reckless and promiscuous 

partying than by invoking the education of the child?) Edelman notes then how the lovebirds she 

brings to Cathy for her birthday are actually the result of a substitution: she was originally shopping 

for a mynah bird, which she was going to teach the four-letter words she picked up at Berkeley in 

order to shock her straight-laced aunt. The substitution of the pair of love birds for the mynah, 

Edelman argues, represents the way in which we force nature to ratify the order of meaning 

constructed by language; and so it is no wonder that the lovebirds end up figured as fragile little 

"children", in the famous "throw-away" shot of the lovebirds swaying back and forth in Melanie's car 

as it careens down the curving road. 

While I've tried here to give enough detail to allow the reader to grasp the subtlety of Edelman's 

argument, it is of course impossible to convey in such a short space the richness of interpretation 

Edelman brings to his readings of Hitchcock. One of the great pleasures of the book -- aside from 

the argument itself -- is to experience the way Edelman inhabits language, and without extensive 

quotes, this can only be vaguely suggested in a review. On the paperback's back cover, Leo Bersani 

notes that "we can perhaps reproach [Edelman] only for not spelling out the mode in which we 

might survive our necessary assent to his argument". Indeed, this is the great challenge Edelman's 

book presents to the reader. But I would suggest that what assent to his argument calls for is, 

while difficult, not without precedent in critical theory: it is the call to critique as a way of life.
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